PowerEco Flush TECHNOLOGY

Presenting Drive+ two-piece, the high efficiency toilet.
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Kohler introduces PowerEco flush, a cutting-edge flushing technology that delivers best-in-class results.

Superior engineering enables twin streams of water to be channelled along either side of the rim till they merge in the front. The resultant wave is so powerful that it removes bulk and light waste in one go while consuming less water.

The benefits of PowerEco flush include:
- Six times better flushing performance for waste - uses 2.6/4 lpf against 3/6 lpf for a normal flush
- 30 times more efficient light waste removal - e.g. tissue fragments, cigarette ends etc.
- The only toilet to be certified 'Most Water Efficient' by IAPMO*

* 3 star rating as per IAPMO 2013 WSP1 specifications
All claims based on Kohler internal tests V5 competition products